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Belwith® Hickory Hardware® Spring and Summer Cabinet Collections Unveiled 

 

Distinctive Styles Ignite Design Trends for 2016 
	  
GRANDVILLE, MI, June 14, 2016 – Hickory Hardware, a division of Belwith®, introduces its spring 
and summer hardware product launch, consisting of 55 new pieces within five new trend-setting 
collections. At the forefront of this eclectic compilation is Pipeline, a new rustic industrial line driven by 
one of the hottest interior design trends this century. Adding to the collection, the Rotterdam knobs and 
extended pull sizes offer smooth, crisp lines that exude strength, while the Bar Pull line brings a 
distinctively modern twist to the debut. The addition of the vintage Crystal Palace hardware and 
Gemstone knobs complete the artistry of the Hickory Hardware® Spring and Summer Collections. 

Strength, sophistication and beauty from the Hickory Hardware® Spring and Summer Collections 

-more- 
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In the spring and summer collections, Hickory 
Hardware® complements its already extensive selection of 
rustic hardware with the introduction of Pipeline, a stylish 
industrial designed look. Imitating salvaged elements from 
old warehouses and factories, these pulls and knobs feature 
the life-like patinas one would see in old discarded and often 
discredited objects. Simple and clean, the design combines 
function with industrial chic for a uniquely upcycled, yet 
sophisticated style. Available in 1-1/4” knob and 160mm 
pull in Black Nickel Vibed and Vintage Bronze finishes, 
home improvement enthusiasts will appreciate the 
remarkable attention to detail and proportion.       Pipeline Collection in Black Nickel Vibed 

The Rotterdam collection radiates strength and energy through its extended sizes and sleek style. 
These larger pulls, while intended for any size cabinet, function especially well for window seats and 
large drawers. Available in Satin and Polished Nickel finishes, the pulls are present in three distinctive 
shapes: serif, sans serif and arched italics. The crisp lines and smooth texture of Rotterdam are timeless 
designs that lend character and strength to a variety of complementary cabinet styles. 

The Rotterdam Collection Extensions in Satin Nickel 
Chic and modern, the Bar Pull collection’s minimalist design perfectly balances the décor of any 

contemporary home.  Furthering its appeal, the Bar Pulls’ offerings comprise nine sizes, including 
extended lengths, making it an ideal hardware accompaniment for a variety of cabinetry. Ageless in 
form and function, and offered in Stainless Steel and a new finish, Brushed Black Nickel, this collection 
is a must-have spring hardware accessory. 

Instantly memorable and designed to maximize the radiance of your décor, the Crystal Palace line 
consists of a pull and a variety of five Crysacrylic knob 
designs partnered with either a Polished Nickel or Polished 
Brass base. These clear beauties may be paired with any motif 
but become even more stellar when combined with bright 
colors. 

An assortment of five stunning glass knobs complemented 
with either a Satin Nickel or Chrome base, the Gemstone 
Collection catches vibrant light while adding a touch of 
sophistication to your cabinets and furniture. 

   The Crystal Palace Collection 
-more- 

https://hickoryhardware.com/search?type=product&q=rotterdam
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“Our Hickory Hardware® spring and summer collections provide exceptional designs that appeal to 

decorators, DIYers and remodelers alike,” said Belwith President Tim Emmitt. “From Pipeline with its 
industrial roots, to Rotterdam’s strong simplistic design, our styles have a mix of classic, timeless, 
modern and sophisticated styles, sure to delight homeowners for generations.” 

 “Identifying notable interior design trends, such as the popularity of black metals, our designers 
create fashion-forward, yet functional styles. The Black Nickel Vibed of the Pipeline and Brushed Black 
Nickel of the Bar Pull lines are Hickory Hardware’s newest answers to that growing trend,” remarked 
Emmitt. “Additionally, by offering extended lengths in our Rotterdam line, we’ve answered the call 
from our customers who want greater flexibility with hardware décor that also reflects their personal 
style. As the market needs shift, Hickory Hardware is on the forefront of the next design trend.” 

The Pipeline, Rotterdam, Bar Pull, Crystal Palace and Gemstone collections are available for 
shipments now. Depending on the line, the collections’ finishes are offered in Vintage Bronze, Satin 
Nickel, Polished Nickel, Polished Brass, Stainless Steel, Brushed Black Nickel, Chrome, Crysacrylic 
and Glass. For a complete listing of available finishes, sizes and suggested retails, please visit 
hickoryhardware.com. 
BELWITH PRODUCTS – A HISTORY OF DESIGN 

Belwith Products, well-known for their decorative hardware designs and a well-established company for 
more than 120 years, has been Setting the Trends Since 1893™. They’re an industry-leading brand in 
stylish and functional products. Everyone from decorators to remodelers to home improvement 
enthusiasts will appreciate the leading-edge styles and unparalleled quality products created by Belwith. 
Their master craftsmen, engineers, and designers integrate both design and technology to craft complete 
home solutions, centered on style, convenience, and control. Belwith Products’ rich history started in 
1893 beginning with the Keeler Brass Company that provided quality hardware to homeowners. Today, 
Belwith, along with its three brand divisions, Keeler®, Hickory Hardware® and First Watch Security®, 
leads the industry through a unique and visionary fusion of design and technological innovation. Their 
world-class products offer exceptional value and include pulls, knobs, decorative hooks, cabinet 
hardware, furniture hardware, EKDs (electronic keyless deadbolts), architectural door, and wall plates. 
Belwith’s products exemplify a commitment to quality and attention to detail. Belwith Products are 
available from home centers, hardware stores, specialty showrooms, design-conscience retailers and 
numerous online retailers. For more information, call 800-235-9484 or visit www.belwith.com. 

Follow Hickory Hardware  at...	  	  	  
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http://keelerproducts.com/
http://www.hickoryhardware.com/
http://www.firstwatchsecurity.com/
http://www.hickoryhardware.com/search?cid=26&as=true
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http://keelerproducts.com/products/cabinet-hardware/
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